Hi LoCo's,
I'd like to submit my name for consideration for the LoCo Disc Golf Board of directors.
The essence of why I'm interested in running is that I want to support
the LoCo community wirt large and contribute to the efforts materially. I am very
interested in supporting the club activities as well as continuing to grow the marquee
events and broaden our exposure. This club endeavors to innovate on the traditional
events and add real meaning supporting the community (Finding North, Ice Bowl,
supporting other area clubs etc), while also adding value to the community by installing
a new course and maintaining an open dialog with the broader community to continue to
add (and improve) courses and events. This excites me and I'd like to help the team
with these efforts.
I would like to assist the club in 3 fundamental ways:
1. I believe I can assist in some ways to establish a rapport with the Loudoun
County Chamber of Commerce in an effort to expose more at the county level to what
we're trying to achieve as a (501.c3) charitable organization. Specifically, I would like to
engage the business community to get more involved with the club. This can mean
several things. I'd like to work with the board to initiate and shape that direction.
2. I'd also like to work with club leadership to establish an opportunity for
educational clinics. Our club has grown significantly in numbers and more specifically
seen many new 'Rec' level players join. This is fantastic! It's a passion of mine to offer
the 'student of the game' opportunities to learn from the Master's (so to speak). In the
past, this has proven to be a challenge, and I'd like to make a real push to establish
something and learn from that experience and iterate on this topic to make it a first rate
educational experience for skills of all levels. I know I really want to get better at this
game, and believe there are many folks that share in this thought.
3. I'd like to create more opportunities to engage other clubs in the area in a
competitive manner. I don't know what this looks like yet, but I'd like to work with
the board to figure something out. I believe this could be an engaging way to include
members across clubs and enhance the community feel. ODCC only happens once a
year, it is a terrific event, though limited in size (intentionally). I suspect we have an
opportunity to build upon that incredible concept. Specifically, I'd like to set-up some
kind of organized competition where clubs travel to each-others courses for competitive
matches.
-Heck, I don't know if these ideas are viable, but I'd like to at least engage in
the discussion and see what lies in the art of the possible.
The club has great momentum going, I'd like to support that endeavor in a
positive/substantive way. It takes a lot of effort to keep the momentum going, I'd like to
do my part and pitch-in as part of the team.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Regards,
~Rob.

